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O&L Nexentury SA specializes in providing energy, C&I and other green infrastructure solutions for energy 

intensive industries, mining companies and the hospitality industry in remote regions with a poor grid supply. 

Our focus is on development, financing, construction and operation of innovative PV - diesel hybrid / PV power 

plants, off-grid power solutions and utility scale renewables energy projects worldwide, with a strong exposure 

to Southern Africa.  

Spread across 5 offices internationally O&L Nexentury SA is part of the O&L Group of Companies, which is a 

diversified employer of over 6,000 people with companies such as Namibian Breweries, Pick and Pay Namibia, 

Hangana Fisheries in its impressive portfolio. Owing to its more than 100-year history and contributing in excess 

of 4% of the total Namibian GDP, O&L Group prides itself with investing in its work force and believes in long-

term employee relationships and growth, as well as regional and international expansion.  

This is an exciting opportunity for a qualified and experienced energy/construction/built 

environment/mining/engineering lawyer to join a growing team of professionals within a leading and reputable 

renewable energy and infrastructure developers in Southern Africa.  

 

Job Description: 

The successful candidate will support our team, predominantly during the construction phase of our projects, 

and therefore it is required that s/he will have in-depth knowledge of construction and construction procurement 

related contracts, claims and procedures. S/he will be able to be a part of a multi-disciplinary team of 

finance/commercial, technical, administrative and other professionals, and to independently provide support 

and prepare and negotiate the relevant documentation and to enable us to successfully take our current and 

future order book to commercial operation.  

Qualifications/Profile:  

This is an opportunity for a person who has the required experience, solutionist thinking and who is willing to 

develop her/his career with dedication to a company with a solid track record and bright future. The position is 

based in Cape Town, however, willingness to travel is essential. 

• Experience in energy/construction/built environment/mining/engineering law 

• 5+ years practical PQE+ 
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• In-depth knowledge of construction and construction procurement related contracts, claims & 
procedures within renewable energy sector 

• proven ability to work in a multi-disciplinary team 

• Estimated travel percentage: up to 50% during critical project periods  

 
 

Please send your complete application documents (Cover letter, CV, certificates, salary expectations) including 

your possible commencement date to:  

 

O&L Nexentury SA 

Sabrina Steinhauser 

74 Prestwich Street  

Cape town 

Email: career@ol-nx.com 


